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Abstract 
Gerstenhaber, M. and S.D. Schack, The shuffle bialgebra and the cohomology of commutative 
algebras, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 70 (1991) 263-272. 
Introduction 
We show that a commutative bialgebra has a natural set of commuting endomor- 
phisms which, when its product is replaced by the zero multiplication, trivially give 
it a A-algebra structure (Section 1). Applying this to the shuffle bialgebra (Sections 
2 and 5), we obtain the Feigin-Tsigan and Loday &operations on the Hochschild 
cohomology H’(A, -) of a commutative algebra A [S, 11,121. This removes the 
mystery behind these operations and avoids the cumbersome combinatorial for- 
mulas previously used to define them and prove their commutativity. Our approach 
produces natural endomorphisms of Barr’s chain complex which can then be ex- 
pressed in terms of the idempotents introduced in [7] (Section 4). In Sections 3 and 
4 we consider the Hodge decompositions, also introduced in [7], of the Hochschild 
(A, -) and cohomology H (A, -). We give a simple new proof of the 
to Burghelea and Vigue-Poirrier [3], that the natural pro 
&(A, A) is bigraded. We also show, by example, that the components of 
may have Euler-Poincare characteristics even when the full cohomology does not. 
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Since these are deformation invariants, this may provide a tool for, amongst other 
things, detecting algebras which cannot be desingularized. 
Throughout this note k will be a commutative unital ring, @ will mean ok 
(graded when appropriate!), and I/ CZJ” will represent he nth tensor power of I;/. 
1. The characteristic endomorphisms of a graded commutative bialgebra 
Let T be a graded k-bialgebra with multiplication p and comultiplication d. 
Writing ,u~ : T@4 -+ T and d, : T-, T@4 for the iterated multiplication and comulti- 
plication, we define the qth characteristic endomorphism of T for q> 1 to be the 
composite k-linear map ~9) = Q,. (Associativity and coassociativity insure that per 
and d, are unambigtous.) Generally, s(@ is neither an algebra nor a coalgebra 
map. But if ,u is graded commutative, then JJ is a map of graded algebras and, as 
d is always such, so is s(4). Dually, s@) is a coalgebra map if d is graded cocom- 
mutative. (To apply these comments to an ordinary bialgebra view it as having the 
trivial grading. For instance, when T is a group algebra, s(‘) is the ‘squaring’ map 
induced by g w g’.) For completeness, set s(r)= Id. 
Theorem 1. If either J.J is graded commutcrtive or A is graded cocommutative, then 
,wy@ = stPQ) for p, q ~1. In par?iculur, the c.baracteristic endomorphisms of T 
commute. 
Proof. We consider only the first case; a dual proof applies to the second. -We also 
assume p, q> 2 since the identity is otherwise trivial. As A is a map of graded 
algebras, A, is also such. Thus, writing ,LI : TOP@. TOP --) Tap for the multiplica- 
tion in the graded algebra Tap, we have A,p, =&A$% The graded commutativity 
of ,u implies that ~p/i,=~p@p=flpq and, so, s%(~)=c(~A~c(~A~=~~&A~~A~= 
,upqApq = stpq), as required. D 
The theorem actually applies to any commutative or cocommutative biring object 
T in a symmetric monoidal category JK This means that V has a tensor product 
which is symmetric and associative up to natural isomorphism (cf. [ 141) and T is an 
object with maps p : T@j T-, T and A : T-, T@ T having the appropriate diagram- 
matic properties. In our case Yis the category of graded k-modules and the isomor- 
phism V@J IV-, IV@ V is given by u @ w w (- l)(des ‘lfdes “‘w @ O. 
If a k-module is viewed as an algebra with zero multiplication, then any com- 
muting family of endomorphisms may be used, as in [12], to give it the structure 
of a ‘special M-algebra’. This applies, in particular, to the underlying k-module of 
a (co)commutative hialgebra and its characteristic endomorphisms. 
For the shuffle bralgebra we shall also define s (q) when q < 0 and the theorem will 
then hold for all nonzero integers (Section 5). 
Note that when T is a graded commutative bialgebra and A is a commutative 
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algebra, A @T is again a graded commutative algebra and Id @s(@ is a 
homogeneous algebra endomorphism. We apply this remark in Section 3, taking the 
shuffle bialgebra of A for T. 
2. The shuffle bialgebra 
Let S,, be the group of permutations of { 1, . . . , ~1) and write (- I)O for the 
sign of a&,. A (p, q)-shuffle for p, qz 0 is a permutation 0 E SP+4 satisfying 
a(l)<*** <o(p) and a(p + 1) < l n= < a(p + q). In particular, Id is a (p, q)-shuffle for 
every (p, q) and is the only such when either p = 0 or q = 0. The set of (p, q)-shuffles 
will be denoted Sh,,,, . 
For each k-bimodule V let TV be the graded bimodule TV/=@ V@ Vo2@~. 
To avoid later confusion, the element ut @ ... @o,, of c/@” will be denoted [ot 1 l 1 u,J 
when r~ #O and [ ] will mean 1 E k = Voo. Then TV is a graded bialgebra, called the 
shuffle bialgebra of V, in which the operations are defined by 
Here p is graded commutative (cf. [ 17]), so d4) is an algebra map and Theorem 1 
applies. 
Now consider the set P(n, r) of all ordered partitions p = (pl, . . . , p,) of n 
into r summands with C pi = n and all PilO. (N.B. pi=0 is permitted.) For each 
p E P(n, r) the set of p-multishuffles Sh, consists of those permutations o for which 
a(l)c=~xa(p,), a(p, + l)c~~=co(p, +p2), . . . . a(p, + =m*+pr_l + l)c--<a(n). 
Note that if n=(P,,..., P,) is an ordered partition of { 1, . . . , n} into r disjoint sub- 
sets (some of which may be empty) and pi = #Pi then there is a unique (~1, l -- ,p,)- 
multishuffle Iz with 5({ 1, . . . , p,}) = P1, ii<{ p1 + 1, . . . , p1 +p2}) = P2, etc. Writing 
9(n, r) for the set of such partitions of { 1, . . . , n}, we clearly have the following 
theorem: 
Theorem 2. s(‘)[ ] = [ ] and for every n > 0 
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3. Barr’s chain complex, the idempoteais, a.srd the Hodge decomposition 
The group S,, and hence the integral group ring ZS, operates on V@” by 
o[u, 1 --- j o,,] = [o, l1 / l -- ) v, I,~]. We then have #)[vi 1 l 1 v,] =$)[vl j - I v,J where 
$1 = c ~~ 4(,1 rJ (-l)“ii E ZS,,. (Note that the $‘) 
$) l ’ 
are in different group rings, while 
IS an endomorphism o; all of TIC) The present .Y~~)E ZS, is related to the 
operator s, E ZS,, of [7] and [2] by si2) =s, + 2. (The results for si2) attributed below 
to the latter two papers are actually the evident translations of theorems obtained 
there for s, .) 
Suppose now that A is a commutative k-algebra and A4 is a symmetric A- 
bimodule. (So am = ma for all a E A and m E M.) Following Barr [2], regard 
$$/l=A@JA@” as a symmetric A-bimodule by operation on the first factor and 
as a left zS,-module by operation on the factor A ON. Also, write a[al 1 l 1 a,] for 
a@ [aI I l =- Ia,$ Barr’s chain complex is then 33.A =A @ 7” with 
given by 
a(a]q ! ..* I a,,11 =aq ia2 I..* I a,]1 
a- 1 
+ 1 (-l)‘a[a, l*-=Jaia,+I I~-~laJ 
i=l 
+ (-l)“a,a[a, I l -- I a,_, 1. 
Here 93, A 3 3&A is the zero map and there is an augmentation &,A + A sending 
a[ ] to a. Although B,A + A is not generally a resolution, the Hochschild 
homology &(A, M) and cohomology P(A, M) are nonetheless the homologies of 
the complexes a, A @A M and P(A, M) = Horn,@?, A, M). (This holds because 
SB,A is the result of applying to the standard bar resolution of A the left adjoint 
to the inclusion functor from the category of symmetric bimodules to that of all 
bimodules .) 
As in Section 1, the shuffle product * extends to @,A by (a[aI 1 l a- 1 a,l) * 
(b[b, 1 l I h]) = ab([al I l I ap] *[b, 1 l I b,]). The algebra endomorphism Id @s’9) 
of 8B.A wiil be denoted, more simply, by s (9). Viewing %?, A as a simplicial module 
and appealing to the Eilenberg-Zilber theorem, Barr proves that @,A is a differen- 
tial graded algebra under *, i.e., if cx~%?~A and PE&?~A then a(cx+)=(&)* 
p-s (- I)% *(a/?). Using this he easily shows that &i2) =si2! r a. Now, Theorem 1.1 
of [7] asserts that the minimal polynomial of si2) E ZS, is (X - 2)(x - 22) l . . (X - 2”). 
Evaluating the Lagrange interpolation polynomials at si2) then yields n pairwise or- 
thogonal idempotents e,(i) = nj~i (si2) - 2j)/(2’ - 2j) E QS, for i = 1, . . . , n with 
Cr= 1 e,,(i) = 1 and Cy=, 2’e,(i) = s, (2). The skew symmetrizer (l/n!) C (- 1)“a is 
e,(n). We extend the definitions by setting e,(O) = 1 and e,(i) =0 when either i> n 
or i=O#n. Now, when k>Q, the action of ZS, on BnA extends to an action of 
QS, and, as is also shown in [7], aen = en _ 1(i) 8. There is thus an eigenspace 
decompusitioii 5. /i s_ui?o 3i,+_r A, where @i,n_i A=e,(i)g,A is the subspace 
consisting of those cy E s,]A for which e,,,(i)cr = cy or, equivalently, si2)a = 2& (Note 
that So,oA = S&l while BoJ = 0 for n #O.) Moreover, the idempotents have the 
following universal property: if t. is a chain map A with t, E QS, then 
tn = Cy= 1 sign(ti (Here sign : QS, * Q is determined by ct w (- I)?) An im- 
mediate consequence is that all such chain maps commute: given t. and & we have 
tntn = FJ, for all n. 
The decomposition of 5B.A induces ‘Hodge decompositions’ of Hochschild 
homology and cohomology: &(A, M) = Hi20 Hi,. _ 1 (A, M) and H”(A, M) = 
ui,O H”O- ’ (A,M) where IY; ,&A,M) and Hi+i(A,M) are the n th homology 
groups of the complexes &, ; _ i A @A M and C” ’ -‘(A, M) = HomA (si, e _ iA, M). 
Clearly, Hq,(A, M) = Ho* “(A, M) = 0 for n f 0. 
The fact, noted in Section I, that s(‘) is an algebra map trivially implies that 
9?. A is a bigraded algebra: 93p,nA * S$,,,,A c BP+ q, n + ,,,A. For if S(~)CZ = 2Pa and 
~(~~8 = 29p then st2)(a * p) = (sf2)a) * (sf2)/?) =2P+Q(a *p). Now, as is well known, 
the shuffle product on &A induces a graded commutative product on &(A,A). 
In as much as the former product is bigraded, so is the latter, (This comment ap- 
pears, with a different proof, as Theorem 3.1(3) of [3].) When k is a field and A 
is finite dimensional, the shuffle product also induces a comultiplication on 
H'(A, A), which is again bigraded. 
The cohomology decomposition, suitably globalized as in [8], gives the classical 
Hodge decomposition of H”(g, UI) when 9 is a smooth complex Frojective variety 
(and probably much more generally). 
Cyclic cohomology HC ‘(A) and homology also have Hodge decompositions [ 161. 
Indeed, the cyclic cochains form a subcomplex of HomA@?, A, A*) which, while 
not closed under the actions of the group algebras ZS,, is nonetheless invariant 
under the shuffle operator s . (2) The maps in Connes’ periodicity sequence are 
homogeneous, so it too has a decomposition. (The homogeneity follows from the 
identity B 0 2sh2! 1 = n s(‘; 0 B, where B is Connes’ boundary operator, cf. [ 11,161.) 
When A is either a smooth algebra or the algebra of smooth functions on a compact 
manifold, this decomposition of HC ‘(A) coincides with those given by Loday and 
Quillen [13] and Connes [4] in terms of the de Rham homology [ 161. 
W’nen k is a field, A has an Euler characteristic x(A) = Cszo (- 1)’ dimk HS(A, A), 
and ‘partial’ Euler characteristics x(A) = CSzo (- l)S dimk HrPS(A,A), each defined 
whenever its summands are all finite and vanish for s>>O. These are all deformation 
invariants in the following sense: if one is defined for A then it is also defined for 
any deformation A, and the values coincide. 
As yet, little is known about the individual components of the Hedge decomposi- 
tion. Harrison’s nth cohomology group Har”(A,M) is, by definition, the null 
space of sh2)- 2 and this is just H17”-’ (A&?). (There are two other common for- 
mulations of commutative cohomology: Andre cohomology and the zohomology of 
the symmetric algebra comonad. Barr has shown that the latter are always identical, 
that they coincide with Har’(‘4,M) when k>Q, and that they differ from it 
when k has prime characteristic [2].) For the cyclic cohomology we also have 
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I-K l*rt- *(A,M) = Har”(A, M) if nz 3 [16]. At the other extreme, an n-cochain f is 
skew if fo = (- l)“f fcr all o E S, and is a multiderivation if it is a derivation of each 
individual argument (all others being held fixed). Clearly C”*‘(A, M) consists 
precisely of the skew cochains and any multiderivation is a cocycle. The next 
theorem is an essentiaj. step (whose proof was omitted from [S]) in proving that the 
decomposition of H’(A, M) globalizes to give that of N’(Z, C). 
Theorem 3. !?‘(A, M) - Z “70(.4, M) and corzsists of- the skew multiderivations. 
Proof. Iff~Bnqo(A,M), say f=i?g=g& then f=fe,Jn)=gae,,(~)=ge,_I(n)il=O. 
Thus B”*‘(A, M) = 0. For the rest we proceed by induction, the case J = 1 being 
trivial. Suppose that f EZn9’(A, M). Then, since f is skew, it clearly suffices 
to prove that f ( . . . , a,) is a multiderivation. Now f a ([a0 1 l l = 1 a, _ 1 ] * [a,]) = 
fcmo I l ** I %- 11* kGIl)9 since 3?, A is a differential graded algebra ;nd a[a,] = 0. 
As f is a skew cocycle this equation reduces to 0= nf(i3[uo I l I a,_ J, a,,). ‘“h’k latter 
expression is just n( f (. . ., a,)i3)(ao, . . . , a, _ 1 ). Thus, f (. . ., a,) is a cocycle and, being 
clearly skew, f (. . ., a,) E Z “- ‘*‘(A M), which means that it is a multiderivation, as Y 
required. El .- ’ . . * 
A multiderivation is determined by its values on tuples whose entries are drawn 
from*some fixed list of algebra generators for A. If it is skew (alternating) then it 
must vanish on any such tuple containing a repetition. This gives the following 
theorem: 
Theorem 4. If A is generated as an algebra by fewer than i elements, then 
H”‘(A,M)=O. III 
This raises the question of whether any other H’*j must vanish for i sufficiently 
large. 
Setting cohomology aside, the idempotents e,(i) EQS, are of independent in- 
terest. Hanlon [9] has shown that the dimension of e,(i)QS, is the ith Stirling 
number, i.e. the number of permutations in S, having exactly i cycles. He has also 
given decompositions of these representations in terms of induced characters. We 
include here the relationship (also noted in [l 11) of our idempotents to the trivial 
representation QS, 3 (I$. 
Theorem 5. Let e=(l/n!) Ia. Then e,(i)e=O for i#[(n+1)/2] and e,([n+1)/2])e=e. 
Proof. Setting 11 C a,oII = C u,, we have ze = ez = l/z/ e for all z E QS,, so that eQ& 
has dimension 1 and e is indecomposable and central. But then e,(i)e is idempotent 
and, since e= C e,(i)e, there is an i. with the properties attributed to [(n + 1)/2] 
above. This says that e is an eigenvector of s,, (2) for the eigenvalue 2’O, after which 
sA2)e =!!s.i2)ll e implies IIs~~)II = 2’O. To find io, first set f (p, q) = 11 C,, Sh,, 4) (- 1)“~ 11 
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and observe that Il$f)li = C;=J(p, n -p). Now if 0’~ ShCP,,, then either a(l) = 1 or 
o(p + 1) = 1. In the first case (z is a (p - 1, q)-shuffle of (2, . . . , p + q}, while in the 
second 0 = a’~ where 0’ is a (p, q - I)-shuffle of { 2, . . . , p + q) and Q is the cycle 
(p+ 1, P, ---, 1). We thus obtain the recursionf(p,q)=Jl(p- i,q)+(-l)Pf(p,q- 1). 
Hence, if x and y are anticommuting variables (xy = -yx) then f (p, q) is the coeffi- 
cient of xPy4 in (x + y) P+Q In particular, [l#)II is the sum of the coefficients in . 
(x+ y)“. Writing n =- 2nj + e where e is 0 or 1 f we have (x+ y)” = (x2 +yZ)“z(x+y)E. 
Since x2 and y* eomnute with x and y, we find [1$2)11 = 2”‘2’ = 2”“’ and iO = m + e = 
[(n + 1)/2], as asserted. 0 
4. Cup product aad some examples 
It is generally not known how the decompositions behave with respect o the cup 
products in Hochschild and cyclic cohomology. (The l-ring structures mentioned 
earlier use the zero multiplication, rather than the natural cup products.) For the 
Hochschild cohomology it was shown in [7] that: 
(1) HeVen(A, A)@Hodd(A, A) is a Z/2-graded algebra under the cup product, 
where Heven(A, A) = un,P Hz”* P(A, A) and HOdd(A, A) = u, p Hz” + ‘9 P(A, A); 
(2) if& . . . 9 fr-l~H1*o(A,A) andf,EH*p’(A M) thenj;u...~~~~H~~(A,M); 
(3) @HYA,A)=U,,, HoVr(A, A) is an ideal . f H’(A, A). 
The latter is established by exhibiting Urrl Ho9’(A,M) as the kernel of a certain 
natural map .9 * : H’(A, Ad) -+ H&(A, M), the codomain being the Chevalley- 
Eilenberg cohomology of the (abelian) commutator Lie algebra of A with coeffi- 
cients in the commutator module of M. In [7] we incorrectly asserted that the restric- 
tion of 9* to H”,‘(A,M) is an isomorphism; the proof given there shows only that 
it is a monomorphism. We conjecture that the cup product is not generally bigraded 
but that &H’(A,A)=&,, Ho9 ‘(A, A) is a decreasing filtration of H’(A, A) by 
ideals, possibly with SP@&$,+q. 
For certain commutative algebras observations (l)-(3) permit an explicit deter- 
mination of the decomposition of H’(A,M). When A is a polynomial algebra or, 
more generally, is smooth, [lo] shows that H’(A, M)z H’(A, A) @A M and that 
H’(A,A), viewed as a graded algebra with the cup product, is isomorphic to the ex- 
terior algebra on the A-module of derivations H'(A, A) = Hl*'(A, A). It follows 
that H.(A,M)=H*,O(A,M) and that Hos’(A,M)=O for r>O. 
By contrast, the Hochschild cohomology of A = k[x]/x” is periodic with period 
two and Hzp(A, M) = HpsP(A, M) while H 2P+ *(A, M) = HP+ ‘9 P(A, M) for all p. To 
see this, consider the exact sequence of A-bimodules IE: 0 --) A --j A @A + A @A + 
A+0 in which the first two maps are given by 1 w Cx’@x”-‘-‘and 10 1 *dO 
l-l@xandthelastisa@ H ab. (Note that A @A is not symmetric.) Splicing U! 
with itself then yields a periodic projective resolution of A. Splicing with IE also gives 
the isomorphism H”(A,M) --) Hnf2(A,M) for n 11 and an epimorphism (which is 
rarely an isomorphism) H”(A, M) --) H2(A, M). The assertions concerning the 
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decomposition will follow from (2) and the cases p = 0, 1 (where they hold by defini- 
tion) if the cohomology class of lE lies in H” '(A, A). The latter will hold, according 
to Section S of [7], if 1E is congruent to -IEop, the sequence obtained by endowing 
A @A with the opposite bimodule structure-so a(u @ u)b = bu @ ua-and replacing 
the last map in IE with a0 b w -ab. The desired congruence is the map of sequences 
IE --) -EoP in which the first and last maps are identities, the second is a@b c-, b@a, 
and the third is a@ b w -b@a. Note that, since fl’* *(A, A) generates H"(A, A), 
observation (2) implies that the cup product in H’(A, A) is bigraded. In particular, 
H2P’ ‘(A, A) u HZ9+ ‘(A, A) = 0 for all p and Q. 
A simple calculation shows that, while x(k[.x]/X”) is undefined, the partial Euler 
characteristics ~,(k[x]/x”) are all defined and equal to 0. Consequently, we have 
two necessary conditions for an algebra A to be desingulariz~ble in the sense of [ 151, 
i.e. deformable to some k[x]/x”, namely: x,(A)=0 whenever it is defined by x(A) 
itself is undefined. 
5. The idempotent representation of s$” and A-operations 
Using Barr’s theorem that 8B.A is a differential graded algebra and reasoning 
precisely as he did for the case r = 2 reveals that 3s:) = $! 1 a for ail r. The universal 
property of our idempotents now implies that sr) = Cy= 1 sign(s?)e,,(i) and we have 
the following theorem: 
Theorem 6. st) = Cy=, #e,(i) for all rz 1. 
Proof. The sign of $I= &EiS(IT) (-I) % is just #@(i, r‘!, the number of ordered 
partitions of { 1, . . . , i) into r disjoint sets. Now @(i, r) is in obvious bijection with 
the set of functions from an i element set to an r element set and there are 8 of 
these. q 
Observe that sr) is the result of evaluating Cy=, e,(i)(l +x)’ at r- 1. This poly- 
nomial has the form of the ‘characteristic polynomial’ det(Id +x) of the identity 
map of a finitely generated projective module P over Q [.si2)] [ 11. Indeed, using the 
techniques of [6] it is easy to see that P= py= I (e,(i) Q [si2)])’ where (e,(i) Q [sA2)])’ is 
a direct sum of i copies of the ideal e,(i)Q [s(;?]. As yet the significance of this 
module is unknown. 
The commutativity of the sf) and the equation s$)$) = SF) follow for the shuffle 
bialgebra from the theorem above. Of course, they have previously been obtained 
in much greater generality. 
Being chain maps, the operators sfr3 induce a commuting family of endomor- 
phisms of H’(A,M) and, as noted in Section 1, thereby determine a special k-J.- 
algebra structure on this cohomology-provided that the zero multiplication is 
used. The same is true for H.(A,M). These L-operations are identical (up to sign) 
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with those c f [5,11], and [12], which Loday describes so: for t-2 I let S,I,r~S,, be 
the set of those permutations CT having exactly r ‘ascending runs’, i.e. for which 
there are exactly r- 1 integers ir< l . . +.r in { 1, . . ..n} such that o(rJ>a(b,r). 
These subsets are the Euler partition of S, and their cardinalities are the Euler 
numbers. It is a simple combinatorial exercise (see Section 4 of ]12]) to show that 
=sn,(7 appears in s(;‘)= CnEmn,s (-l)% for rlq exactly (“:I,“) times, so we 
have the following: 
In [l l] Loday defines elements tl and It’, in ZS,, by 4:=(-l)‘- ’ &Es,rr (-l)Q 
and n; = ciri (- l)i(‘*i)~~-i and observes that, since the matrix expressing the A’, 
in terms of the p,’ is I+ N for a strictly triangular matrix N, each 4: is an integral 
linear combination of & . . . , A”, . Now, A:, = (- l)‘- * sj$ so A:, and f’: lie in Q [#)I. 
In particular, all these elements commute, as was also proved (using combinatorial 
techniques) by Loday. 
Loday further observes that the matrix (T’) of coefficients expressing the 
$)EHS, in terms of the e,(i) EC& is Vandermonde and therefore invertible over 
any ring in which n! is invertible. All e,(i) are therefore defined in kS, for any such 
ring k. The idempotents e,(odd) = e,( 1) + eJ3) + l .0 and e,,,(even) =e,,(2) + e,(4) + .== 
are defined over any ring in which 2 is a unit. These give a decomposition of 
H’(A, M) into odd and even parts and, as shown in Section 5 of [7], classes in the 
odd part can be represented by A-bimodule extensions E for which E = - lEop, while 
those in the even part have representatives satisfying IE = Eop. 
Theorems 1 and 6 can be extended for the shuffle bialgebra by simply defining 
$‘) to be $*r= Cy= 1 (- l)‘e,(i) and setting s$-‘) =$)$r) for r> 0. The element 
si-‘) arose in [7], where it was denoted op, and the even part of W(A,M) was 
identified as the classes representable by cocycles satisfying f = fsh-? Alternatively, 
d-‘) may be defined in the manner of Loday using ‘descending runs’. t1 
6. Decomposition in finite characteristics 
Suppose now that p is a prime and choose an r with O< r<p which is a primitive 
root modulop. Fixing n and i with O<i<p, set En(i)= ~m,o e,(i+(p- 1)m). Then 
letting q vary through r, r*, . . . , ?-I, we observe that $r)=$yz; q%,,(i) modulo p, 
and the matrix of coefficients (q’) is Vandermonde and invertible modulo p. The 
idempotents en(i) are thus defined in characteristic p. If k contains Up and A 
is a k-algebra then, setting H -i9n-i(A, M) =H”(A,M)t?Ji), we have H”(A, M) = 
Ej*9n-1(~,~)@ ... 013 P *9n-p+*(A, M). As noted in Section 3, Harrison’s 
nth cohomology group is the null space of s, (2) - 2 In characteristic p this is . 
l?9n-‘(A, M) which is, in some sense, too big. Barr conjectures that the problem 
is torsion and that using only those cochains which vanish on divided *-powers will 
272 M. Gersrenhaber, S. D. Schack 
give a modified Harrison cohomology which will agree with the other commutative 
algebra cohomologies. (Note, for example that [a 1 b] *[a 1 b] = 2[a 1 b 1 a I b] so that 
a Harrison 4-cochain must satisfy f(o, 6, a, &) = 0 when k~ (I$ but not when k has 
characteristic 2.) 
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